
Change of Address User Flows and Logic 
SMEs and BBs

Main Portal

List of Requests Before you begin

Is user with 
the volumes 
we are 
releasing to?

User can 
download 
current form 
from here 

Drop out page

Help journey

Chat bot 
journey

One or more 
addresses 
selected?
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Selection of addresses

Save and return possible

Editting of address

Editting of addresses

Summary and review addresses

One selected

Two selected

Yes

No

Is more than 
one 
signature 
needed?
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Yes

No, just one

User recieves code to their phone

Directors are sent SMS code to confirm change

Emails sent out to all directors of the company

Confirm identify with code

Confirm identify with upload

If phone number 
is outdated they 
may upload a 
photo of their 
signature instead

Requests page: Unsure how this looks. We need to link up with other feature teams working on other request forms in order to design this page

Request recieved 

Information 
sent to the 
fullfillment 
team

Email sent to all directors

Our target is within 48 
hours users should 

recieve confirmation 
the change has been 

implemented

Call for user 
feedback 
here. Survey 
on their 
experiences

5

1

2

1

Dropout: Initially we are only allowing the first 200 SME/BB users through to the new journey. Once we hit this cap the remaining users will be pushed onto a dropoff page where they can download the current form2

Chatbot: This can be accessed at any point in the journey - we need to catch up with the team handling this incase there is an impact3

Editting more than one address: More work is needed here as it is unclear how selecting more than one address might impact the design4

As we are only releasing to a small percentage of our user base, it might be a good opportunity to request feedback at the end of the journey - work needed to be done on writing the survey questions

Talking points
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